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ChemPMC: Your
Research Partner
• Founded in 2015
• More than 20 years of experience throughout
the petrochemical industry value chain,
spanning chemical producers, polymer
converters and consumer product companies
• Three areas of expertise: Market Research;
Supply, Demand and Price Forecasting and
Modeling; Training
• Additional information: www.chempmc.com

The Scoop

• March polyethylene exports reached
highest level of last five years
• Asia, Europe and Latin America seeing
largest expansions in exports
• Most of the PE export expansion moving
through Houston. Los Angeles & New
Orleans seeing more exports too
• No logistical issues reported; sustained high
export levels may start taxing system soon
• Ethane exports continue to expand;
additional export facilities announced.
Impact in prices?
• Plastics environmental impact: key theme
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• Exports to North America
(Mexico and Canada) stable in
the 160 to 220 KT/month range
• European exports tripled and
Asian exports almost doubled
since September

• Exports to Latin America
increased by almost 60
KT/month in last 5 months

Growth: Overseas
Sources: US Census Bureau, ChemPMC Estimates

That said…
Current Export Levels Not Unlike What We have Seen Before
Sources: US Census Bureau, ChemPMC Estimates

Houston Capturing Growth
• PE exports through Houston far
exceed other ports. March level
surpassed 2016 and 2017 Q1
peaks.
• Question remains how infrastructure
will hold with persistently elevated
export levels (we are not there yet).
• Los Angeles & New Orleans seeing
expansions, albeit modest.

Sources: US Census Bureau, ChemPMC Estimates

• US Ethane exports continue to
expand, ever since Enterprise’s
Morgan’s point terminal started
commercial operations in
September 2016.
• The terminal has a capacity of
about 200 thousand barrels per
day (MBPD). The other ethane
export terminal is located in
Marcus Hook (70 MBPD),
operated by ETP. Ethane is also
exported by pipeline through the
Utopia Pipeline to Canada (50
MBPD).

Ethane – Another Export
Success Story
Sources: US Census Bureau, ChemPMC Estimates

• There are two projects for
additional export terminals
(ETP’s 175 MBPD and American
Ethane 480 MBPD). If
completed, they would rise total
export capacity to 975 MBPD.
• How long before increased
domestic demand and exports
cause ethane prices to rise?

How about… now?
• Ethane prices have split from natural gas prices, and the delta continues to grow
• Never mind – say the producers – oil is still very expensive! So no harm done – competitive
advantage still there…

Plastics: Public
Enemy #1
• Everyday, consumers are being exposed to multitude of
reports that showcase plastics’ environmental impact.
• Actions to tax/limit/prohibit plastic use have become a de
rigueur tactic for politicians. This is not new; first active
actions against single use plastic items like carrier bags
can be traced to the early 2000s.
• Plastic’s many benefits are being out-messaged by the
negative impact in wild life. The industry has been slow to
respond, focusing on plastics positive economic impact
and blaming littering. But the strength of social networks
and the negative impact of wildlife suffering due to plastic
litter has been impossible to overcome; the image battle is
almost lost.
• More than 90% of the low and linear low polyethylene and
as much as 70% of the high density produced goes to
single-use packaging. You can make your own conclusion
as to what this means to the future of the industry…

See you at the Latin American Petrochemical
Conference (APLA) in Cancun, Mexico
Questions? Comments? Esteban.sagel@chempmc.com
Detailed white paper available at www.chempmc.com
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cannot be held liable for the use of and reliance on the
opinions, estimates, forecasts and findings in these
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